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M		Y		N		A				S		A		Y		S	
 
 
 

 
 

It’s still possible to leave one’s chairs and 
umbrellas exactly where they are, and the sky 
doesn't fall. The sky holds steady while we inch 
ourselves gradually out beyond the swells. 
 
 
 

 
Mynas are considered talking birds—for their ability to reproduce sounds 
including human speech while in captivity. 
 
 
 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 

1. 
Minutia and the passage of time. 
 

Twilight caught in a mesquite, doves cooing. The low voice of evening that 
includes interstate 10 and its trucks roaring above the clatter. Just in, the new 
period of sabotage and misinformation closely resembles the previous period of 
sabotage and misinformation. The new “new world order” steadily coming across 
at steeper and steeper discounts. Just Wednesday we were reading about John 
Ashbery’s work churning back through all of us again, ever more triple-jointed 
and colorful. Along with Weldon Kees’ poetic porch light coming on again, this 
time staying on almost all through the night. Consider the woodpecker chiseling 
out a chunk of sand dollar from the small set of sand dollars fanned across the 
dry expanse of table. Consider the dove that finally abandoned the dusty nest she 
crafted in the rain gutter. Apprehend the view from the considerable treetops: 
opal twilight, bats funneling skyward, common folly, a second or third try. 
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2. 
The “yes” in yesterday as a series of extinctions. 
 
Neurologically speaking, if it’s possible to re-live the moment before impact, it 
might be possible to re-live the impact itself. The human parietal lobe wants 
[chorus] what the human parietal lobe wants. The hole and the doughnut; special 
access to a dark-matter slice of the beforetime; tart delicacies served countertop; 
minimal conversation; a setting chosen for its fractured amber light. We find that 
Heta in the historical Greek alphabet is the letter Eta. Its original duty, 
enunciating the letter “H.” A broad sombrero of awning for talking about sound 
and the remembrance of sound.  
 
 
3. 
Open woodland fauna with strong territorial influences. 
 
A darting bevy of quail; chicks the size of quarters. A gallop of pigeons (across the 
skylight). Captive mynas as stalwart members of the starlight family speaking to 
us in our own tongue—tongues. There are (were) scads of poisonous yellow frogs 
filling the damp Peruvian mountains until there were none (no mountains?). 
There were scads of glittering amphibians until minute fungi dulled the uptake of 
electrolytes, killing off all the offspring feasting on the parents’ skin. When it 
comes to the newer extinctions, there are those that count and those who are 
counting. A handful of scientists bickering and sweating while adjusting pliable 
tubes. Tubes that bring water to the tiny waterfalls in the aquariums. 
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4. 
An event counts as a mass extinction if it eliminates a significant portion of a 
planet’s animal and plant life in a geologically insignificant amount of time. 
 
The shimmering golden frogs that thrive in captivity will never be given back to 
the wild, (a.) because a viable wild no longer exists for them amid human-
trafficked fungi, (b.) because no one would do that, and (c.) humans exist for a 
geologically insignificant amount of time. At dusk the scientists go back apart 
across the fields, igloo tents aglow in the shrinking distance. They reminisce 
solitary childhoods amongst themselves. Hungry, they agree it’s hard to 
remember earth has had five extinctions of the cataclysmic kind. 
 
 
5. 
Krakatoa. The afternoon of Sunday August 26, 1883. 
 
A numerical model for the Krakatoa hydro-volcanic eruption and the resulting 
tsunami portrayed an immense wall of water—higher than 100 meters. All of it 
rocket-propelled by a shocked ocean, basalt, and air. Worldwide, dispersed ash 
darkened the sky for countless ensuing years. (Producing fuchsia and caramel 
twilights globally for many more.) Geologic measurements show the island 
subsided (disappeared under water) into an empty magma pocket at the tail end 
of the cataclysm. (Rather than being destroyed during the sequence of mass 
explosions.) The initial crack so powerful it ruptured the eardrums of sailors 40 
miles distant. On ships in the Sunda Strait.  Sea captains recorded a rash of 
human skeletons floating across the Indian Ocean on jagged slabs of pumice. 
Bobbing and drifting. Most washing up on the east coast of Africa during the 
entire year after the explosion. To this day, the prominent geologist who works on 
a nearby island (some say he’s just a hermit) doesn’t work for the university or 
the museum. He lives on the grounds in a squat stucco cottage long since 
converted to office space. 
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6. 
A well-crafted hunk of plastic effigy; a creature covered in hair or scales that once 
lived very large. 
 
When, exactly, humans first stumbled on fragments of the American mastodon is 
unclear. An isolated molar unearthed from a field in upstate New York and 
immediately sent to London. Still a nice place to explore. (London?) In North 
America at this juncture journeys were arduous and supplies short. Walking for 
days then setting up camp on the east banks of the Ohio; buffalo tracks winding 
the team down the marsh from all directions. Hundreds or thousands of 
magnificent chunks jutting out of the muck—to the eye of the observer who 
recently crossed the Atlantic, like the masts of ruined ships. Soon the gargantuan 
teeth became a trademark conundrum. (Resisting classification.) Not elephas 
maximus, not mammoth. Today the low-lying pasture where the intact femoris 
lay buried is a park in Kentucky called Big Bone Hips.  
 
 
7. 
Extinction as a beast no longer found lumbering along the rivers of North and 
South America. 
 
Laboriously reassembled; shipped to Madrid. Dr. Tassie opened a taut metal 
cabinet and placed the contents on a wooden table. The remarkably preserved 
dents. Schlepped the length of the Ohio, yet barely understood. Even T. Jefferson 
(unable to help himself?) ruminated: Likely carnivorous; but if it’s still out there 
somewhere, it won’t be found in Virginia. This beast’s hunkering in a remote 
alcove of the western continent as yet aboriginal—uncaptured and unexplored. 
When—around 1796—Monsieur Cuvier obtained sketches of a massive specimen 
from the banks of the Río Luján, west of Buenos Aires, he tagged it correctly as an 
outlandishly oversized sloth. Dozing at his table, the diminutive Cuvier was prone 
to mutter. “What has become of these enormous creatures for which there are no 
longer living traces?” he implored. (The question, in its formulation, answered 
itself.) 
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8. 
Currently, the field of ethics and climate change concerns itself with scientific 
uncertainty, past emissions, and past omissions—struggling to rank these as 
actionable objectives. 
 
In the town of Jumaytepeque, in Central America’s dry corridor, crops and 
farmers are pretty much decimated by a plague known as la roya (rust). At 
higher and higher elevations. As the plateaus become warmer. This, as the 
semiarid Sahel region spreads ever wider across the African continent and a 
scrawny group of teenagers finally make their way to Gambia, crossing the 
Mediterranean from Libya. Each boy has a tinsel strength recognized as a fierce 
glow hidden under a bushel basket:  the ubiquitous courage of ordinary DNA. 
 
 
9. 
At the event horizon of human ethics, we exist in a shadow of guilt. 
 
In the dream I’m talking to a couple of older teenagers in the parking lot of what’s 
probably a university building (the Poetry Center?). It’s after hours in deep 
summer with young kids milling about, looping around on skateboards and the 
like—purple sky—when one of the teenagers (lanky blonde, surfer hair) shoots off 
a number of rounds from a semi-automatic handgun, apparently for fun. He’s 
having a good time, and so are his pals while the smaller kids scatter abruptly in 
fright. Sparrows and doves shooting up fast through desert willows in a clatter. I 
know the perpetrator, it seems, and approach him with what looks like a greeting, 
maybe even a partial hug, asking him how many rounds was that—about twenty? 
He says, “yep, about that,” and I ask him to help me locate my car. 
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10. 
Of toasters and men. 
 
The human brain has a lot of growing up to do after it emerges from the pelvic 
arch and slips the rest of the way down. As the stages go, at around two the brain 
blooms in way that means more cells and more activity than at any other time in 
a lifespan. All that blossom makes for fun when toddlers start to express their 
ideas about nature and god; for instance, a kid deciding that god’s in the toaster 
finishing up the bread, or that it’s a good idea to send some message bubbles up 
to mommy, who just flew off somewhere. (An airplane is at first enormous, then 
quite small.) At this stage, contradictions and paradoxes abound, instigating 
curiosity and glee (rather than agony and strife), until age 4-ish when the human 
brain goes through an inevitable pruning process. Here the brain elects to keep 
only neurotransmitters and pathways best designed for getting things done. At 
this point, human disunity does make an entrance. Loss doesn’t happen without 
an audible crack of subdural lamentation. 
 
 
11. 
Just under the crust of consciousness, we understand cell loss as appropriately 
dire. 
 
Somehow (inexpertly), we develop a vintage taste for the bitters and tannin of it 
all. We lose not just brain tissue but brain capacity while a fledgling 
consciousness prunes itself to merely. Merely what’s practical to be conscious of. 
(Such is the self.) It would be adaptive later on (60-ish?) to clip and shape the 
brain again. Imagine getting rid of overwrought ruminations echoing at 
unpropitious times. (Upon waking?) In this story, we take out a shiny toolkit of 
sleek design as if for an impromptu manicure. Then with the ragged expertise of 
an Austral0pethicus afarensis shave down the offending synaptic pathways 
(culprits, kill-joys, Calvinist fools—and not just them), like sharpening a flint tool. 
Later-in-life is also a good time for brushing up on what happens when a three-
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year-old tosses her head back, buoyant laughs billowing through her belly: joy 
erupting silly, as her first butterfly twirls her around. 
 
 
12. 
Human baby teeth should last until about thirty, and a middle-age set should 
come in just in time for retirement. 
 
First I was studying a chartreuse branch framed in the slatted window. Marveling 
at an emerald hummer, stock-still as if in a trance. Soon I was having this 
conversation with the hygienist… then with the x-ray tech, and finally with the 
dentist himself. Me: we should get a third set of dents in later life. They were all 
cheerfully on board. No elaborations (my mouth agape). They assented politely, 
never mentioning what it would do to the business. Truly, if sapiens were to 
vaporize—go extinct—tomorrow, it would be our teeth that would outlast, persist. 
(Ossifying to tell the tale.) Whereas, of a Tuesday—at the appointment hour—a 
patient must face, in a steeply reclined posture, the prospect of losing one’s teeth. 
In Rome inside the dank “Chapel of Bones” (the Capuchin Crypt), each wooden 
bin is a crib full of femurs, of scapulae, of finger bones, wrists, skulls… You get 
the idea. The sign above the door reads:  As you are now, we were. As we are 
now, you will be. 
 
 
13. 
Tarantulas and the human unconscious. 
 
Some therapists call it the known unknown—or the ordinary Keatsian veil of 
human trauma. The tectonic lines of what Michael Balint called the Basic Fault 
(in his volume of that title). Something Rousseau would have taken up with an 
outbreak of morning paragraphs (walking stick raised), barking against the myth 
(scourge) of original sin. But really, opening a spider icon on the desktop of 
human consciousness is enough to disrupt the start of any workday. Like 
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welcoming Dr. Pandora into the break room with her cheese box of uninvited 
pests. Plus some new rules:  as a woman, you can lampoon another woman if 
she’s (a.) an authority figure, of (b.) your own, or (c.) similar status. If you’re 
trans, tarantula, or retired you can do anything you want.  
 
 
14. 
Subterfuge and centrifuge as complimentary cosmic forces. 
 
Outsized dust balls the girth of comets, despite their youth. Early, post big-bang 
asteroids in advance of recorded history—utterly, but not entirely, in the realm of 
speculation. Haute couture mathematics. What we get is the early planet 
bombarded for millennia with ice balls sufficient for three or four good-sized 
oceans, and then some. The pristine salty water that will eventually trap and 
express itself through the porous machinery of cell life until (past the autumn of 
the pharaohs, but not of the patriarchs) we get a considerable distance ahead of 
ourselves. Artificial Intelligence is not just a new language; it is a protein-fueled 
designer conversation with what we’d like to think of as our better angels. In fact, 
it exists at a familiar (though refined) crossroads where the weatherworn gates of 
hell durably bar both entrance and exit. 
 
 
15. 
Pharo is an open-source dynamic and reflexive language inspired out of the 
programming environment called SmallTalk. 
 
Meaning, in part, we are thoroughly stuck with ourselves. The fraying of the 
social contract and its debunked theories aside (circa trumph era/errata), the 
ongoing fact corrections (playing out over decades) require mind-numbing 
review. In all restored documents, each new strophe must be inserted, above its 
respective term, into appropriate translation tables, removing any numbers. If 
voice-over is desired (especially for archival twitter data), the approval process 
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will/might erode the larynx. But over-the-counter meds are in usual over-supply. 
During the years of that goof-ball administration—in the words of the beloved 
muppet (Grover), half of us were kidding. (The other half cut off at the knees.) 
Pinocchio, still indentured to Disney, declined comment—and the wooden yard 
elf has retained representation. In the words of the FOX, cis female, female-
impersonator’s avatar (“news reader”), this about sums it up for a Tuesday. 
 
 
16. 
The myna (also known as My?Nah) were medium-sized passerines with strong 
feet. Their preferred habitat was open country. 
 
Over time, in captivity, their voices became robust and direct; they eventually 
came to be considered gregarious. (Then dangerous. Then endangered.) If this 
last was due to their inculcation into Spoken Word, or because of the human 
diaspora of foul fungi, remains controversial, some say by design. Still, the 
reports that mynas came to use tools (implements such as feathers and pens) are 
well founded, if classified. In any event, their counterparts in the coal mines had 
been eradicated seamlessly which allowed for pliable deniability whenever the 
question of fauna extinctions came up for an annual vote. 
 
 
17. 
H. S. Thompson was cited as saying, “Absolute truth is a rare and dangerous 
commodity given the extinction of pseudo-European journalism.” 
 
Not that anyone desires a rehearsal of the spurious ethics. What happened in the 
early years of the 2000 millennium was something like a paradigm shift, but of 
the kind claimed to have been adopted (in prior fiscal years) by charter schools, 
city councils, and the like (dubious at best—beside the point at worst). Certainly 
nothing that changed Beijing, Moscow, or Washington. We still had all the 
rampant species extinctions, water wars, and epidemics of nutrient-starved crops. 
What many intellectuals—of the kind that would have gone to Spain with Orwell 
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and Hemingway in the 1930s—did (from about 2018 on through 2050) was, in 
essence, gut the bear of Modern Culture, crawl inside, and etch the epic of a dying 
species on the bones of an even larger dying species. Recently, former President 
Alexandra Ocasio-Cortez’s great grandniece (a poet recipient of the prestigious 
Myna Award) has said, “It was a different time. No one would do any of that 
today.” 
 

~~~ 


